
CollectLogix™
Maximize Cash Collections with AI-based Workflows 

CollectLogix™ is a next generation workflow tool specifically designed to maximize revenue cycle productivity. All A/R is 

prioritized according to a proprietary 11-factor algorithm, and team members are assigned account workflows according to 

algorithm scoring. The CollectLogix™ workflow tool boosts productivity and ensures account resolution efficiency with a 

one-touch approach powered by computer-assisted guidance. Built-in tools, such as scenario-based interactive standard 

operating procedures, minimize job training requirements while integrated document management systems reduce time and 

labor for account turn-around. Even more, CollectLogix™ uses built-in technology to focus staff on accounts that require action.

Patented, AI-based account assignment and robotic process automation (RPA) dynamically groups accounts to maximize 

team members’ time management. CollectLogix™ keeps your team moving with batched queues that can differentiate 

between claim resolution activities that require phone calls to payers and those that can performed independently. The 

two-pronged approach ensures that time is used wisely – associates can make the most of phone calls with payer 

representatives and always have independent work to do while waiting on hold.

CollectLogix™ is the ultimate workflow
productivity tool

CollectLogix™ gives managers a birds-eye view of claims adjudication and 

resolution. Its automatic account status updates, pulled directly from payers 

or remittance advice, ensure operational metrics, reporting, and dashboards 

provide up-to-the-minute information. Resource decisions can be made 

quickly using predictive measures to guide managers in optimizing team 

members' effectiveness. 

With CollectLogix™, actionable root-cause feedback and identification of improvement opportunities are at your fingertips.

Quickly identify people and process improvements



On average, Currance and CollectLogix™ deliver between 7 – 11 days acceleration in payments with a 20-30% labor savings. 

Continuous analysis of work efforts, payer performance, and bulk handling opportunities steadily improve operations and 

fine-tune activities. Teams develop problem-solving abilities and a culture of excellence that positions organizations for 

continued collections success. 

Accelerate net revenue, achieve lowest cost-to-collect

•     Patented 11-factor algorithm prioritizes accounts

•     AI-driven dynamic work queue assignment to maximize Rev-Cycle Yield

•     Suppression of non-essential activities

•     RPA gathers payer data for up-to-the-minute intelligence

•     Underpayment identification, workflows, and analytics

•     Scenario-based, interactive job aids

•     Real-time collection performance

•     Continuous focus on problem areas

•     Account liquidation performance 

•     Individual and team performance

CollectLogix™ Features

Interested in learning more about how CollectLogix™ can streamline your operations and drive performance improvement? 

Contact us today for a complimentary demo at sales@currance.com.


